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ABSTRACT

Several different kinds of signal are transmitted through only one carrier in microwave
unified telemetry tracking & control system(MUTTCS), which has replaced separate
system to accomplish all TT&C functions, and has been widely used now. This paper
analyses the advantages and disadvantages of general subcarrier frequency-division
MUTTCS, then the principle and performances of advanced spread spectrum
MUTTCS(SS-MUTTCS) are discussed in detail. The inherent ranging ability of PN code
and the speciality of spread spectrum modulation realize the complete unification including
measurement of range, velocity and angle as well as telemetry, telecontrol and
communication functions. At the same time, the contradiction between range and velocity
measurement in precision, resolution and measuring range can be solved. With CDMA
technology, the signal and equipment of multi-target or multi-station TT&C can be unified
easily. SS-MUTTCS operates under low S/N, low threshold, low power spectrum density
and wide spectrum range, so it meet the requirements of electronic warfare and ECM, with
high performance of safety, security, anti-intercept and anti-interference. Therefore, SS-
MUTTCS is becoming an important trend of modern vehicle TT&C system.
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INTRODUCTION

Vehicle Telemetry Tracking & Control(TT&C) technology develops very rapidly to meet
the requirements of modern complex flight tests. The objectives of TT&C system are to
measure internal parameters and external trajectory of vehicles(such as missile, satellite,
unmanned plane, etc.) in real-time; and to process the telemetering, range, angle and
doppler data; hence to correct the flight trajectory and control internal equipments. TT&C



system is a comprehensive electronic system, consisting of three parts: telemetering,
positioning & tracking and telecontrol, which are separate and independent with each other
in the past, with different radio frequencies and equipments. Separate TT&C system has
large size, bad electromagnetic compatibility, vulnerability to jamming, so it is seldom
used now. Since Unified S-Band system was employed in Apollo project, microwave
unified TT&C system(MUTTCS) has been used widely.

Spread spectrum(SS) technology was used in military and secret communication in 1970s,
but it is not used more widely because of its complexity and restriction by electronic
devices in that time. In the end of 1980s, due to its advantages in electronic war(EW) and
electronic countermeasure(ECM), a new era of SS technology is coming. The
developments of VLSI, low power transmitting and correlation despreading techniques
make the achievement of SS system with high performance and small size be possible.
Code-division multiple access(CDMA) is becoming an important trend in the next
generation of mobile communication. Pseudo noise(PN) ranging technique is used widely,
GPS and TDRSS are its typical examples. In the following, we'll discuss the principle and
performance of a new kind of MUTTCS--Spread spectrum MUTTCS(SS-MUTTCS). At
first, we introduce the constitution and limitations of general subcarrier frequency-division
MUTTCS.

GENERAL SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY-DIVISION MUTTCS

General MUTTCS is a frequency-division system with different subcarriers. Telemetering
data, position & tracking signal, and telecontrol signal modulate different subcarriers, then
they are added linearly to produce a unified signal(US). The unified signal is to modulate
carrier for transmitting. So the carrier's frequency and transceiver are shared by different
subsystems. The typical constitution diagram is shown in Fig.1.

Up-link procedure: Up baseband signal consists of telecontrol instructions, up
communication data and interrogating signal, which modulate different subcarriers of
frequency fu1,fu2,fu3. The unified signal is obtained through adding the subcarrier-
modulated signals. It modulates carrier of frequency fu to produce RF unified signal(may
modulate in IF and up-converted to RF). The coherent receiver on vehicle carries out
carrier extraction and demodulation, then the unified signal is decomposed by BPFs.
Telecontrol and up-communication data are sent to corresponding terminals, respectively.
Telemetry and down-communication data modulate subcarriers of frequency fd1,fd2, then
are added with the decomposed interrogating signal to produce down unified signal.
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Fig.1 Subcarrier Frequency-Division MUTTCS Constitution Diagram

Down-link procedure is similiar to up-link, but it's more complicated. At first, the received
signal is demodulated, then it is decomposed by BPFs. Telemetry and down-
communication data are sent to corresponding terminals, respectively. Responding and
interrogating signals are processed in range and velocity measurement terminal, where
doppler shift(from carrier or subcarrier) is estimated to calculate velocity, and time delay is
estimated to calculate distance(doppler shift should be compensated before time delay
estimation). The down-link carrier is used for antenna tracking and angle measurement
also.

The shortcomings of subcarrier frequency-division MUTTCS are:
@ Simple modulation and high transmitting power in narrowband to ensure enough

S/N ratio for receiving, so the unified signal has no safety, and can be easily  interfered;
@ Large capacity analog signal, such as TV image is needed to be transmitted in

many cases. Ordinarily another carrier is needed. So the system isn't unified completely;
@ The contradiction between range and velocity measurement in precision, resolution

and measuring distance cann't be solved in general pulsed or CW radar in MUTTCS;
@ For multi-target or multi-station TT&C, the system is too complicated.



In order to solve these problems, we have to study a new kind of MUTTCS--spread
spectrum MUTTCS.

SPREAD SPECTRUM MUTTCS

The constitution diagram of spread spectrum MUTTCS(SS-MUTTCS) is shown in Fig.2.
Assuming PN code direct-spectrum(DS) and BPSK modulation, the up-link RF unified
signal is described as:
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where PNu3(t) is interrogating signal, du2(t) is up communication data, du1(t) is
telecontrol instruction.
The down-link RF unified signal is described as:
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where PNd3(t) is responding signal, dd2(t) is down communication data, dd1(t) is
telemetry data; PNd3(t) and PNu3(t) are the identical code, having time delay and doppler
shift. So in SS-MUTTCS, different kinds of signal(telemetering, telecontrol, R & V
measurement, tracking, communication) are unified through different PN codes, sharing
the same carrier frequency and equipments, which is the application of CDMA technology.

In Fig.2, PN3(PNd3 & PNu3)is used only for range measurement. Actually, it can be
beared by data. Especially, if only the three functions of ranging, air-ground telemetering
and ground-air telecontrol are needed, the telecontrol data is spreaded by PN3 firstly, then
the data-bearing PN3 signal is taken as up interrogating signal; On vehicle, local
synchronized PN3 code is established at first, then it is used for despreading telecontrol
data. At the same time, telemetry data is spreaded by the synchronized PN3 code and the
data-bearing PN3 signal is taken as down responding signal. So only one PN code is
needed to realize the unification of three functions, without multi-access interference.

In ground station, doppler shift in carrier or synchronized PN code clock in ground station
is estimated to determine velocity. Owing to the doppler sensitivity of PN code, the local
synchronized PN code clock shoud be compensated by doppler shift to measure range
exactly.

In SS-MUTTCS, as a result of low power density of the unified signal, wideband analog
image signal can be added with TT&C unified signal to produce a compound signal(CS):
Sdc(t)=K1Sd(t)+K2Sa(t) (3)
where Sd(t) is TT&C unified signal, Sa(t) is image signal, Sdc(t) is down compound
signal.
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Fig.2 Spread Spectrum MUTTCS Constitution Diagram

When the compound signal is received by ground station, because of high process gain, the
TT&C signals can still be extracted certainly. The extracted TT&C signals are spreaded by
PN codes again, then subtracted from the compound signal, so that the analog image signal
is recovered. Thus SS-MUTTCS realizes the unification of TT&C and wideband image
transmission, which is difficult to achieve in general MUTTCS.
Since there is no carrier composition in balanced PSK signal, down compound signal is
taken as tracking signal to measure angle. Ordinarily, baseline-variable interferometer with
two unit antenna is used, which has the functions of both searching and precision tracking.
From analysis above, we can see that PN code radar, CDMA and spread spectrum
communication are the key techniques of SS-MUTTCS.

PERFORMANCE OF PN RADAR

PN code radar is a very important part in SS-MUTTCS, which implement range, velocity
and angle measurement & tracking. According to maximum likelihood estimatation theory,
the theoretical accuracy of time delay estimation (Cramer Rao limit of rms error) is
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the theoretical accuracy of doppler shift estimation is
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the theoretical accuracy of cross estimation is
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where W is rms bandwidth, T is rms time duration,is time FM constant, (E/N0) is signal to
noise ratio.

For general radar signal, such as rectangular pulse, Gaussian pulse, the product of rms
bandwidth W and rms time duration T is
WT ≈ π (7)
So there is an uncertain relationship between range and velocity measurement, it means
that we cann't obtain high precision of both range and velocity simultaneously.

But the situation is different for PN code, assuming its chip duration is Tc and period is N,
so
W=1/Tc,    T=NTc,     (=0
The product of rms bandwidth and time duration WT=No 1, so high accuracy of both
range and velocity can be obtained simutaneously. Different values of Tc and N can be
selected to meet different precision requirements for range and velocity, respectively.

The cross ambiguity function x( J , > ) of PN code is defined as
       (8)

It is close to a thumbtack-shaped function, its ambiguity diagram is shown in Fig.3.

According to target resolution theory, the closer the ambiguity function on J axis to * (t)
function,the higher the range resolution; the closer the ambiguity function on > axis to * (t)
function, the higher the velocity resolution.Because the rms time duration T and bandwidth
W of PN code are very large, its ambiguity is close to * (t) function in both time and
frequency coordination, with high range and velocity resolution.

Fig.3  Ambiguity diagram of PN Code



If measured distance is very long, long period PN code can be selected to repeat over the
maximum distance, without accuracy decreasing. So, as a pulse compression signal with
large product of rms time duration and bandwidth, PN code is a good solution to the
contradiction between range and velocity measurement in accuracy, resolution and
measuring distance.

PN radar can operate in responding mode with continuous signal or reflecting mode with
pulsed signal. In the latter, due to the difficulty of isolating transmitting and receiving
signal, which need two independent antenna in continuous waveform, pulsed PN radar is
superior.In SS-MUTTCS, continuous waveform PN radar is selected because the system
operate in responding mode in most cases.

CDMA TO REALIZE UNIFICATION OF MULTI-TARGET AND MULTI-
STATION TT&C

If the distances from target to three different points are obtained, we can locate the target's
position. This is the typitical example of multistation system. Furthermore, multi-station
may be needed to implement diversity reception in wait-receiving system. Multitarget
TT&C is an important subject of modern TT&C, which hasn't found a good solution.
Generally FDMA and TDMA technology are used to realize multi-station or multitarget
TT&C. Recent research and practice show that CDMA technique can realize this kind of
system more easily, with larger capacity, good unification performance. The diagram of
CDMA multi-station and multi-target unified TT&C system are shown in Fig.4 & 5.

Orthogonality and autocorrelation features of PN code are the basis of CDMA technique.
The unified signal of CDMA system is
S t A d t PN t ftk k k

k
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A local PN code synchronized with PNk in received signal must be obtained at first, which
is compared with the transmitted signal to estimate range and velocity, then multiply and
integrate with S(t) to make correlation operation and decision, at last dk is obtained.
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Proven by theory to experience from CCIR and NASA of America, the bandwidth
efficiency of CDMA is better than that of FDMA and TDMA. So CDMA cellular System
is recommended for future mobile communication. In unified TT&C system, CDMA
technique is used to accomplish three kinds of 'unification', which are unification of
different signals with different functions, unification of multi-target TT&C signals and
unification of multi-station TT&C signals. In fact, 'spread spectrum unified' means 'CDMA
unified'.

Because the orthogonality of PN code isn't ideal completely, there exists multiaccess
interference. While CDMA unified signal S(t) is correlated with PN1, assume J 1=0,
N 1=0

(
10)

The first item is the desired signal, while the second is multiaccess interference, and the
third is noise, Multiaccess interference is the primary factor to influence system capcity,
which is determined by input sensitivity, spread spectrum process gain and bit error rate
requirement.

PROCESS GAIN AND PERFORMANCE OF ANTI-INTERFERENCE &
ANTI-INTERCEPT

No matter in PN radar or in direct-spread communication, correlation despreading is an
important procedure in receiver, which accomplish bandwidth collapsing from spreaded
wideband signal to original narrowband signal. 'spead spectrum process gain' is obtained in
this procedure, almost all merits of SS system are related to 'process gain'. Spread
spectrum process gain Gp is defined as
Gp=W/B (11)
where B is original signal bandwidth, W is spreaded signal bandwidth.

As for noise and jamming, the relationship between (S/N)i ratio at despreader input and
(S/N)o ratio at despreader output is
( / )
( / )
S N
S N

Go

i
p=  (12)

So high anti-interference ability is possible in SS-MUTTCS. This ability can be considered
in two ways. From time-domain characteristic, PN code has the similiar features to white
noise, and its correlation function close to * (t). Interference hasn't any correlationship
with PN code, soit is spreaded in despreader and S/N ratio is improved greatly. From
frequency characteristic, the original signal and noise are both spreaded, then the desired
signal is restituted in despreader and extracted, but interference is reduced by Gp times
owing to bandwidth collapsing from wideband to narrowband filter. Multipath interference
is a difficult problem in general TT&C system, but it can be solved in SS-MUTTCS. We



may use correlator to extract the strongest signal from multipath mixed signal, or use
match filters with different time delays to compound the multipath mixed signal.

The energy of SS unified signal distributes in a very wide band, so its power density is
reduced by Gp times in the condition of equal power with general TT&C. The unified
signal is buried in noise with good safety. The acquisition and tracking of PN code is the
basis to despread SS unified signal. As the number of selectable PN code is very large, if
we have no idea about chip duration Tc and period N of PN code, the detection and
estimation of unknown PN code is almost impossible. So in SS-MUTTCS, the
decomposition of unified signal is a very complicated procedure, with high anti-intercept
ability, which depends on Gp, CDMA PN address coding and unified signal design.

CONCLUSION

From the above analysis, we see: with PN radar and spread spectrum communication
technology, a new kind of unified TT&C system(SS-MUTTCS) is achieved, which can
realize the unification of range, velocity and angle measurement as well as telemetry,
telecontrol, digital communication and wideband analog image communication. The
unification of multitarget and multistation TT&C can be realized too. The fundament of
unification is to ultilize the thorogonality of PN code to design a CDMA system. Not only
good unification of signal and equipment is achieved in SS-MUTTCS, but a similiar 'noise'
radar with high precision(resolution) of both range and velocity can be obtained also.
Furthermore, SS-MUTTCS has good performances of anti-interference and anti-intercept
to meet the requirements of EW and ECM. Spread spectrum is an essential technology of
modern military electronic systems. As a result SS-MUTTCS will represent an important
trend of vehicle TT&C system undoutedly.

Many technical problems are existing in SS-MUTTCS still. A PN sequence of high chip-
rate and long period is required for long distance, high precision and resolution
measurement, but the fast acquisition of long sequence with low S/N ratio is still a difficult
problem. Large capacity telemetry and communication are contradicted to large SS process
gain. CDMA access number is limited by interference threshold and sensitivity of receiver.
Now parallel correlation and match filtering technique is being studied to realize fast
acquisition of PN code. Further research of adaptive SS process gain control and advanced
receiving with low threshold under low S/N ratio are making great progress. SS system is
expected to be used in many fields.
We would like to thank Professor Yang Shizhong, who is the director of Communication
and TT&C Institute of Chongqing University, for his much help.
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